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ABSTRACT 

 One of the main and recent problems in Malaysian hospitals is lack of 

surgeon or specialists, especially in rural areas. Insufficient specialized surgeons 

in such regions particularly in the niche of orthopaedic causes more fatalities due 

to time constraint in attending the patients. A mobile robotic system known as 

OTOROB is designed and developed to aid surgeons to virtually present at such 

areas for attending patients. The developed mobile robotic platform hosts a 

flexible robotic arm vision system to be controlled remotely by the remote 

surgeon to inspect patients. Fuzzy logic is implemented in the control system to 

provide safety for the robotic arm articulation since safety is number one priority 

in medical robots. Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS)is developed to provide the 

robotic arm to respondto the motile and static obstacle around the robotic arm. 

The fuzzy controlled robotic arm is tested in various obstacle presences and the 

performance is evaluated. The robotic arm is capable of avoiding approaching 

obstacle autonomously via fuzzy control. The smooth control of robotic arm 

coupled with safety routines improved the overall articulation of the robotic arm.  

KEY WORDS:  Medical robot, robotic arm, safety system, obstacle avoidance, 

fuzzy logic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Medical robotics refers to robotic systems applied within the domain of 

health care which evolved from multi discipline of science and engineering 

involving topics from mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, materials 

science, and computer science such as kinematics, closed-loop servo control, 

software development methodology, and digital embedded system design (Wang 

et al., 2006). Initial surgical robotic systems in the 1980s employed  

general-purpose industrial manipulators, either directly or with minor 

modifications (Taylor and Stoianovici, 2003). The robotic system designed often 

shares its working area with operators/medical staff and has a close interaction 

with the patient (Vilchis et al., 2003). 

Measures taken to deliver efficient treatment and healthcare services to 

victims particularly in remote/ rural areas is not fully met. According to 

(Vilchiset al., 2005) specialized physicians are lacking in some healthcare 

centres or in emergency situations. Those who live in rural or underdeveloped 

areas are likely to have more limited access to high-quality healthcare, since new 

state-of-the-art procedures can even be difficult to obtain in large metropolitan 

areas (Butner and Ghodoussi, 2003).  In developing countries like Malaysia, 

shortages of specialist or surgeon in remote/ rural areas demand for new kind of 

telemedicine system that enables the specialist to be present virtually 

(Muralindran et al., 2010). 

 The increase of road accidents is in link with the rapid growth in population, 

economic development, industrialisation and motorisation encountered by the 

country (Mustafa, 2005). According to (Abdul Rahman et al., 2005) injuries due 

to road traffic accidents is third cause of admission and fifth cause of death in 

Malaysian government hospitals in 2003, where traffic accidents in Malaysia 

have been increasing at the average rate of 9.7% per annum over the last three 

decades. 
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 A mobile robotic platform known as OTOROB (Orthopedic Robot) is 

developed in order to assist medical personals in rural/remote areas to deliver 

sufficient healthcare services in emergency circumstances. The development of 

OTOROB is focused in medical discipline of orthopedic, since most of the 

accidents cases reported and admitted is due to broken limb bones with 

neurosurgical complications. Normally, while attending accident cases,  

pre-hospital teams provide on-scene initial assessment and resuscitation and 

transmit this information to a physician, mainly through voice communication; 

therefore, the physician can only make an assessment based on what is described 

and cannot continuously monitor an injured victim through visual 

communication (e.g., video) while, at the same time, receiving data of major 

importance with regard to the victim’s vital signs (Qiao and Koutsakis, 2011).  

 OTOROB is a mobile robotic platform with onboard medical instruments, 

X-ray illuminator and scanner module and a flexible robotic arm which is 

controlled via Internet by orthopedic surgeon from distance. The OTOROB 

system possesses two way audio visual communication systems, which 

communicates with medical personals at remote hospital and surgeon from 

distance at real time. The robotic platform enables virtually present doctor to 

conduct visual inspection (video), diagnose and rectify the type of injury, and 

receive victim’s vital signs, thus enables the surgeon to decide on further 

medical procedures. The Figure 1 below shows mobile robotic platform, 

OTOROB developed for this particular purpose.  
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Figure 1 : Final design of OTOROB and prototype of OTOROB 
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 A flexible robotic arm is also developed to deliver ‘first person sight’ visual 

to the remote doctor. The flexible robotic arm is articulated by the remote doctor 

to obtain expected visual of the patient and patient’s wound from any desired 

angle. Thus the robotic arm serves as the key component of OTOROB to act as 

virtually present doctor’s ‘eyes’ in emergency situations to diagnose the patient. 

A reliable safety system is incorporated in the flexible robotic arm system to 

deliver safe articulation in order to maintain secure distance from nearby patient 

or medical personnel.  

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

 The flexible robotic arm prototype is an integration of various mechanical 

parts with different mechanical motions to deliver intended control. The primary 

motion of the robotic arm is 180 degrees of rotational motions along x-axis and a 

dual translational motion (robotic arm extension and retraction) along z-axis. 

The secondary motions are 180 degrees of rotation along x-axis (servo yaw) and 

180 degrees of rotation along y-axis (servo pitch) at the end effector. The servos 

bear the CCD video camera which acquires the visual data from the patient. The 

CCD Camera is articulated by the remote surgeon by simple joystick control 

which incorporates the stated mechanical motions. The prototype of flexible 

robotic arm unit with screen mounted on the robotic platform is as illustrated in 

the Figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2 : Flexible robotic arm 
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2.1 Safety System in Robots 

Safety is an important consideration in installing, programming, operating 

and maintaining robotic system. Safety is also considered as a judgment of the 

acceptability of danger, where danger is the combination of hazard and risk. 

Safety is very important in medical robots and must be addressed at all phases of 

design, manufacture, and application (Taylor and Stoianovici, 2003). While, 

according to (Tavakoli et al., 2007), safety is a main concern for visual feedback 

surgery to the surgeon by incorporating safety measures into the system. Since 

safety is the major requirement for medical robotics since intervention with 

humans, many researchers focus on AI to develop more reliable and safe robotic 

system. Ortmaieret al., (2005) developed an artificial neural network scheme 

which offers motion compensation of the beating heart for minimally invasive 

beating heart surgery by Fourier analysis of the motion parameters, which 

correspond to the heart (electrocardiogram, ECG) and respiration rates of the 

patient. An intelligent module developed by (Alessandri and Gasparetto, 2004) 

can generate the trajectory that should be followed by the medical robot while 

performing real surgical task. The AI module is incorporated in commercial 

PUMA 560 robot for performing surgical task, while meeting all standard 

requirement concerning safety and accuracy of the operation.  

Safety system control algorithm is developed and incorporated in flexible 

robotic arm control system, since OTOROB is designed as ‘front line medical 

support system’ to diagnose patient with orthopedic complications in emergency 

circumstances. The safety control of flexible robotic arm ensures safe and 

reliable articulation of the flexible robotic arm to avoid contact or collision with 

any objects or human nearby. Collision between flexible robotic arm and human 

can cause possible injuries. A fuzzy logic control system is introduced to 

enhance the safety system control algorithm since fuzzy control provides smooth 

and non-linear control. 
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2.2 Fuzzy Logic in Robotic Applications 

 The concept of Fuzzy Logic (FL) was proposed by LotfiZadeh, a professor 

at the University of California at Berkley, and presented as a way of processing 

data by allowing partial set membership rather than crisp set membership or 

non-membership in order to mimic human decision making capability. The 

effectiveness using FL increase since feedback controllers can be programmed 

to accept noisy or imprecise input. A FL model with its fundamental input-

output relationship consists of four components namely, fuzzification, fuzzy 

inference engine, defuzzification and a fuzzy rule base. The FL model is as 

shown in the Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 : Fuzzy Logic (FL) execution architecture 

 In fuzzification step, crisp inputs are fuzzified into linguistic values to be 

associated to the input linguistic variables. After fuzzification, the inference 

engine refers to the fuzzy rule base containing fuzzy IF-THEN rules to derive 

the linguistic values for the intermediate and output linguistic variables. Once 
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the output linguistic values are available, defuzzification produces the final crisp 

values from the output linguistic values. 

 The FL model is adapted in the flexible robotic arm to provide intelligent 

control in Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS). The FL model for flexible robotic 

arm safety system is developed by using Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox software. 

Then, the FL control is converted into C codes for embedded application 

(PIC18F4550) for simplicity and control performance.  

2.3 Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS) 

 Obstacle avoidance refers to the capability of robot to navigate through 

various physical distortions to accomplish assigned task through path planning. 

Normally, intelligent agent such as fuzzy logic and neural network scheme is 

employed to accomplish these tasks. Obstacle avoidance system is common in 

autonomous and manual mobile robots for the navigation purpose to avoid 

collision while in motion. In medical robotics such system is implemented 

widely in surgical robots due safety issues since involving intervention with 

human subjects. Li et al., (2007) presented an online collision avoidance method 

for real time interactive control of surgical robot for sinus cavity surgery where 

the inserted tools avoid collisions or excessive force on delicate anatomy, while 

still performing the desired motion to accomplish the intended task.  

 Generally, obstacle avoidance system incorporates various sensor networks 

to gain feedback in order to predetermine the possible obstacle position, 

orientation and path. The OAS of flexible robotic arm incorporates fuzzy logic 

with ultrasonic range finder sensor network to aid in obstacle detection and 

avoidance. LV-MaxSonar®-EZ1™ High PerformanceSonar Range Finders are 

configured and integrated in the flexible robotic arm system due to long range 

detection (6.45m) capability with wide angles (50 degrees) and high operating 

frequency (20MHz). The sensors arrangement on the robotic arm is as shown in 

Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 : Arrangement of sensors in flexible robotic arm from bottom view 

 The analog detection signals of the sensors are converted into linear 

distance to create a virtual sensor coverage area. The detection range of the 

sensors are segregated into two regions namely; Red Zone (0-25cm) to Yellow 

Zone (25-50cm) as presented in the Figure 5 below.  

 

Figure 5 : Detection zone of the sensor segregated into two regions 

 The FL controlled OAS overwrites the user controlled flexible robotic arm 

articulation in the presence of obstacle. The fuzzy crisp output differs for both 

Yellow Zone and Red Zone. The fuzzy logic model for flexible robotic arm 

OAS is as illustrated in the Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Fuzzy logic (FL) architecture of Flexible robotic arm Obstacle 

Avoidance System (OAS) 

 The execution of OAS starts with the obstacle detection range. The sensor 

array feedback provides the current distance of the obstacle from the robotic 

arm. Obstacles are identified as static and mobile obstacle. Mobile obstacles 

possess greater possibility to collide with robotic arm than static obstacle. 

Detection of obstacle in Yellow Zone immediately stops the motor activity by 

overriding the user control articulation regardless of the status of the obstacle as 

static or mobile. Unlike static obstacle which can be easily tackled by detection 

at yellow zone, mobile obstacles moves on a path of collision with the robotic 

arm which can be potentially hazardous.  

 In order to avoid from colliding with the approaching obstacle, with the aid 

of FL engine, the robotic arm tends to actuate in the same direction as the 

obstacle with varying speed to maximize the distance between obstacle and 

robotic arm until a safe distance is achieved. Through this intelligent 

autonomous manure, the risk of colliding with nearby objects is reduced, at the 

same time simplifies the articulation control for the remote doctor/surgeon.  

 The fuzzy inputs for the OAS are obstacle distance and obstacle speed. The 

obstacle distance input is given linguistic variables Far (F), Medium (M) and 

Near (N) ranging from 5-25cm. While, the obstacle speed input is given 
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linguistic variables Fast, Moderate and Slow. The output crisp is the motor speed 

(%) with linguistic variables of High Speed (HS), Medium Speed (MS) and Low 

Speed (LS). The fuzzy rule summary for the OAS is given in the Table 1 below. 

Table 1 :  Obstacle Avoidance System fuzzy rule summary 

 Near Medium Far 

Slow MS LS LS 

Moderate HS MS LS 

Fast HS HS MS 

  

 The fuzzy rules table presented above is applied in the fuzzy IF-THEN 

inference engine prior to defuzzification. After defuzzification, crisp output 

value for motor speed (%) is generated. The generated input speed (%) is 

correlated with PWM output to regulate the final speed of the motor to avoid 

approaching obstacle.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The flexible robotic arm system developed is subjected to various analyses 

and experiments to evaluate the overall performance of the design. Prior to 

development of the prototype the robotic arm model is virtually developed and 

analyzed using Solidworks software to evaluate design suitability and 

applicability. Upon development of the robotic arm, repeatability, linearity and 

control experiments are carried out. After the implementation of safety 

algorithms via OAS, the robotic arm is evaluated with the safety execution 

control. This paper only focuses on the safety system of the robotic arm via 

OAS.  
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3.1 Execution of Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS) 

 The execution of OAS is based on the detection region of the obstacle and 

speed of the obstacle. Fuzzy logic is applied in OAS of motile obstacles, while 

OAS for obstacle detection is executed by conventional microcontroller routine. 

Any detection of obstacle in the Yellow region immediately prohibits the 

actuation of the robotic arm through motor towards the obstacle path. A set of 

tests are conducted in order to determine the execution of OAS at different 

position around the robotic arm. The obstacles are introduced at distance of  

40-50cm away from the robotic arm where the Yellow region lies between  

25 cm-50cm range of detection. Later the robotic arm is articulated towards the 

subjected obstacle. The Figure 7 shows the control freedom and control 

restriction corresponding to the obstacle subjected.  

 

Figure 7: Control freedom and control restriction corresponding to the obstacle 

 The above Figure shows that the robotic arm corresponded to the subjected 

obstacle by restricting the articulation towards the detected obstacle. While, 

other possible controls which are not affected by the obstacle is kept active. This 

safety feature avoids collision between objects or humans and robotic arm by 
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autonomously blocking active user control. This feature can reduce the human 

control error and improve the safety.   

3.2 Fuzzy Control Execution of OAS 

 The fuzzy rule set is modeled by implementing Tagaki-Sugeno method 

using Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox in OAS of motile obstacle. FIS Editor of 

Fuzzy Logic Toolbox is used to generate OAS rule diagram and 3D surface plot. 

Fuzzy logic is applied in OAS of motile obstacles primarily to respond against 

approaching obstacle with different speed. The fuzzy control is aimed to deliver 

suitable speed to the motor to articulate the robotic arm autonomously against 

the approaching obstacle relative to the obstacle speed.  

 The execution of the OAS fuzzy engine is based on the obstacle speed and 

obstacle distance from the robotic arm. Both these parameters are used as the 

fuzzy crisp input during fuzzification. The crisp output is the motor speed which 

is controlled by the PWM. The output motor speed of the fuzzy is quoted in 

percentage with reference to the current available maximum voltage. The fuzzy 

rule set of OAS for linear motion as presented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 : Fuzzy rule set of OAS for linear movement 
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 The fuzzy rule viewer shows the obstacle speed as 0.98cms-1 and obstacle 

distance from the robotic arm lies in the ‘Near’ region about 9.7cm and the 

associated motor output speed at 65%. The obstacle speed, obstacle distance and 

motor output speed is correlated and plotted in 3D surface plot as in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Surface plot of flexible robotic arm Obstacle Avoidance System 

for linear movement 

 The modeled fuzzy logic inference scheme is converted into C codes for 

embedded application using PIC18F4550. Experiments are conducted using 

external mobile obstacle with various speed to evaluate the modeled fuzzy 

system. A linear rail unit is integrated with a DC motor and a circular bar is 

placed vertically at the end point of the rail used as the test kit for the 

experiments conducted. The DC motor is used to actuate the rail forth and back 

at various speeds.  

 First series of experiments tested the response of the fuzzy control towards 

approaching obstacles without considering the speed of the motor. Early 

observations proved that the robotic arm fuzzy controlled OAS executed 

properly and effectively based on the autonomous movement of the robotic arm. 
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The Figure 10 shows the robotic arm autonomous movement when subjected to 

moving obstacle. 

 

Figure 10 :  Obstacle avoidance pattern of flexible robotic arm against 

obstacle at various positions 

 In the figure above the green arrows indicate the autonomous articulation of 

the robotic arm direction responding to the approaching obstacle. The 

experimental control proves that fuzzy logic control overrides the remote user 

articulation in the presence of obstacle. The robotic arm tends to move away 

from the approaching obstacle in order to maintain a safe distance from obstacle 

where the auto articulation ensures the obstacle is free from the Red zone. The 

fuzzy controlled autonomous articulation also exhibits smoother movements 

compared to conventional algorithm.  
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 The second series of experiment is carried out with the same type of 

obstacle, with varying speed approaching the robotic arm. The speed of the 

moving obstacle is predetermined and regulated and the robotic arm movement 

speed is measured. Both rotational and linear movement of the robotic arm is 

measured. The maximum speed of the mobile obstacle is set at 2.5cms-1. A video 

camera is used to record the experiment from top view, which is later analyzed 

to obtain the accurate timing of the movement. The robotic arm linear and 

rotational movement speeds obtained is then compared with the motor output 

speed generated by the fuzzy model discussed earlier.  

 The robotic arm fuzzy controlled obstacle avoidance is tested with eight 

different speeds. Both linear motion and rotational motion is tested and the 

motor response speed is tabulated in Table 2. 

Table 2: Angular velocity and linear velocity subjected to different 

obstacle speed 

Obstacle Speed (cm/s) 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.5 

Angular Speed (cm/s) 0.43 0.71 0.92 1.52 1.81 2.08 2.45 

Linear Speed (cm/s) 0.36 0.52 0.83 1.53 1.88 2.13 2.43 

 

 The data obtained above is converted to speed percentage of motor over 

average speed of 2.5 cms-1 obtained in previous linear and rotational 

displacement analysis. The average motor speed against subjected obstacle is as 

presented in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 : Average motor speed against subjected obstacle 

 The motor speed data obtained proves that the fuzzy implementation 

produce similar motor speed pattern with the fuzzy output modeled. However, 

both rotational and linear movement exhibit slight changes in the real time 

testing. The slight deviation observed is expected due to difference in battery 

voltage and stress-strain distribution on the robotic arm assembly.  

4. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper the execution of fuzzy controlled flexible robotic arm safety 

system is presented. The control restriction over the robotic arm due to presence 

of obstacle is elaborated. Later the fuzzy controlled motor output speed for both 

rotational and linear motion motors are compared with ideal fuzzy output speed. 

The results prove that the implementation of fuzzy logic in obstacle avoidance 

relative to the obstacle speed is applicable in real time. 
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